Stephen Harper does foreign policy

Although he has been Canada’s prime minister for almost four years, Stephen Harper has devoted little time to foreign policy. Beyond t standard qu trips t summits, t inevitable ti with t USA and a mili commitment i Afghanistan he inhe from h Liberal prede, the on hints h has gi suggest a mo away fr Africa a towards La America, and a preference f bilateralism ov multilateralism. So the trips he plans to make over the next three weeks to Singapore, India, Trinidad and Tobago, China and South Korea are a novelty.

Conflict management: the owl

Owls highly value their own goals and relationships and view conflicts as problems to be solved. They se a solution th achieves bo their o goals a of t other per in t conflict. Ow see conf as impr relationships b reducing ten between t people a continue t analyse t disagreement un all t negative feel have be fully reso. The important thing is to identify the conflict as a problem to be solved.

Brighton

Often regarded as the queen of English seaside resorts, Brighton has class! Beautiful Victorian buil recall i recent pa as a fashi resort o the English gen. However, Brighton h moved wi the ti. While prese its heri, it h cultivated a huge ra of up-to-the-minute attra, though wit the ga vulgarity o finds a other pop seaside res. On the warm south coast, Brighton is a definite must for sun-seekers.

Recession Sparks Global Shoplifting Spree

The global recession isn’t just making jobs scarce and tightening spending — it’s also turning more people into thieves. Incidents of shopl rose nea 6% over the pa year, repres nearly $115 bil in los for busi. One o the more surpr findings: a gro number of n shoplifters a outwardly repu, middle-class peo who a walking o with French che, clothing and other goo. The researchers found that shoplifting — or what’s euphemistically known as product “shrinkage” — jumped 5.9% in the past year at the more than 1,000 retail chains the group surveyed globally.